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Welcome to the Premium Wealth Forecast for December, 2020!
This is going to be one of those moments in the year where we really feel
a shift happening as we move out of a very powerful Mercury Retrograde
in Pisces and into a wonderful, wonderful conjunction with Pluto and
Jupiter that starts coming together with Mars included - a triple
conjunction, a stellium at the end of March.
Hello, and welcome to the Premium Wealth Forecast for December, 2020,
the final month of the year - and what a month it is going to be.
So let's begin with the universal month number for December:
12.2020 adds up to the number 7, which is it extraordinary frequency to
end the year on. Why is that amazing? Well, after the year we've had,
which has been so absolutely eventful and unpredictable and going where
we never thought we would go in so many ways, we need a sabbatical. I
know that some of you may be thinking well, a lot of us have been at
home and why do we need a sabbatical?
Well, I'm sure you've been actually quite busy being at home and figuring
out how to navigate all the energies this year. And it's not like you've been
resting all this time.
You've been going within, but this December will be a time to be
introspective and truly rest.
It's the perfect month to do that because we will be entering the Aquarian
age, the big event on December 21st, on the solstice. And in order to
prepare for that and go into it in a silent, spiritual, peaceful way as
possible, the number 7 is helping us integrate and bridge the ages Piscean and Aquarian, because 7 is the number of bridging...
bridging heaven and earth bridging light and dark.
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The upper line in 7 is heaven. And the diagonal line coming down is
heaven coming to earth. So it bridges the upper and the lower, and allows
you to integrate what the transition is.
We are transitioning from one age to another in December. This is also
why it's been so intense this year, the first year of the 2020s, because of
the new vision, the new eye glasses that we are putting on in the two
thousands, which really got set off in the 2020s.
So the new age of Aquarius is right around the corner. We are in the final
days and weeks of the Piscean age now.
Pisces intensified is also is asking for a sabbatical. Pisces governs rest
and spiritual service. And so 7 echoes what the Piscean age actually
stands for - the high vibrational meaning of the Piscean age. So this
number 7 will allow you to just ask for more time, serenity time in nature,
time alone so you can rejuvenate your mind and spirit, especially silence
your mind.
[If you go and listen to my Gemini Full Moon Lunar Eclipse Podcast (the
eclipse took place on November 30th), I talk specifically about silencing
the mind and why it's so important right now.]
So this number 7 echoes that sentiment of getting away from the hustle
and bustle this year and contemplate, rest, attend to those things that call
you intuitively.
It is not necessarily a time to be very social and be with a lot of people,
though that's possible, but it is brilliant more about attending to who you
are as a spiritual being. And that means you may have unusual
experiences. And so you want to be around people who you can feel
comfortable with, when you actually do speak about what is coming
through and what you're intuiting.
So by the time we get to the last part of December, after the solstice, after
the Saturn/Jupiter conjunction at 0° Aquarius, you will understand and you
will see where you're heading and how it lines up beautifully with the
beginning of the year, so celebrating the end of 2020 and moving into
welcoming 2021.
At that point, since you have a withdrawn a little bit prior to that, you will
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have listened to your inner voice, and by the end of the month you will
actually really understand what it means to surrender, to let go and let
God and to see the Divine plan emerge. So just be patient about that.
7 also requires that you have a lot of patience about that process. So
that's how we begin the process of looking December through the eyes of
frequency.
And now we're going to look at the astrology, the two big lunation events.

New Moon in Sagittarius
December 14, 2020 at 4:16 pm UT (London)
December 14, 2020 at 11:16 am EST (New York)
December 14, 2020 at 8:16 am PST (Los Angeles)
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First, we have a New Moon Solar Eclipse in Sagittarius on the 14th, and
that one takes place at 4:16 PM universal time. So it's pretty much
December 14th in most of the world.
14 is a number that has come up repeatedly in the recent past with
Lunations. And it is definitely a number that is active during this time
because Sagittarius is opposite Gemini, and 14 governs the scribe - it
governs writing, communicating publishing, media - and Sagittarius and
Gemini are connected to publishing and connecting through media.
So this very apropos, that we have the final of two eclipses on the 14th,
which is about us connecting as a human family through media or through
an event in media, which begins to really ramp up with the Gemini eclipse
on November 30th.
During this eclipse the sun and moon are at 23 degrees in Sagittarius. 23 is
the Royal Star of the Lion number, a very powerful vibration - the most
powerful number in numerology. So you will feel a strengthening of your
inner life, your inner resolve, and a definite embracing of joy and justice,
since Sagittarius is very connected to both wisdom, the law, justice and
expansion, joy, and fortunate outcomes.
And you will feel a major quickening and a confidence building - essentially
understanding of how you are definitely the source of all those things in
your life, because 23 is that inner Lion in you, taking the lead.
What we have is an absolutely gorgeous triple trine from the sun, moon,
and also mercury (mercury is conjunct this new moon eclipse) to Mars.
Mars will be at 20 degrees in Aries. So this creates an awakening of so
much joy and forward momentum.
Mars is getting close to now moving through its shadow period. It's still has
to reach 28 degrees Aries but now it's definitely moving forward fast. And
it's connecting exactly with Mercury (both at 20°) and with the incredible
eclipse at 23°. So this will boost your self-confidence just like the number
23 and Mars do. It'll help you feel enthusiastic, very broad, very much like
you can expand and start fresh.
Get ready for the big transition a week later on the 21st of December when
the New Age of Aquarius begins. So it's v encouraging new beginnings - as
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does the new moon eclipse, of course.
So it's about your inner strength, feeling courageous, using initiative. You
feel more sensually and sexually connected with Mars because Mars
increases the Kundalini energy, your charisma, your magnetic charm. You
are in your element here and very passionate as well.
So this conscious awareness of taking charge of your life and listening to
your instinct through Mars is incredibly strong.
Another aspect that this new moon makes is to Neptune. It's a little bit
wider, but the square to Neptune from the sun and moon, though not as
strong as the contact made with Mars, is still in play. It almost has the
effect of wanting you to take more time. So you don't feel quite as
revitalized, enthusiastic or motivated.
But here we have a beautiful paradox. We have both the motivation and
confidence building, and then we have, the need to take time still for
yourself as we transition into the new age and rest, and look at illusions
and let go of the final vestiges of thosethose illusions or delusions that you
really need to release at this time to see the truth.
This is a wonderful time to allow things that were hidden to emerge. And
they will emerge because this is a square. So it will activate that.
Your creativity and imagination are very helpful to take you through any
kind of tension there is.
There's a very ethereal energy as well when a new moon, especially a new
moon eclipse in Sagittarius, Jupiter being so wise and joyful. It gets
beautifully ethereal as your imagination turns into joy, and you can turn to
philosophy and spirituality and ceremonial celebrations at this time as we
approach the end of a 2000 age.
We also have a beautiful sextile from Venus to both Saturn and Jupiter.
That's very exciting because Saturn and Jupiter of course are part of a big
stellium 4,000 year event, and Venus is the herald of the Divine feminine
awakening right now.
So this sextile is incredibly exciting in terms of the awakening of the Divine
feminine. It's literally happening right as we transition here to the new age
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of Aquarius. So this is going to move you into a very beautiful place of
accepting intuition and love and compassion, and just the beautiful sense
of unconditional acceptance into your life, nurturing, pleasure - everything
that allows you to feel beautiful and comfortable and loved.
That energy is being awakened in a beautiful way, especially with of
course, Jupiter, sextile Venus, the two benefics in astrology. This is
incredibly charismatic and charming, beautiful energy. Very fortunate as
well.

Full Moon in Cancer
December 30, 2020 at 3:28 am UT (London)
December 29, 2020 at 10:28 pm EST (New York)
December 29, 2020 at 7:28 am PST (Los Angeles)
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Then we come to the second lunation in March and that is the New Moon in
Aries.
As you know, Aries is of course the first sign of the Zodiac. So when we have a
new moon in Aries, a new moon is new beginnings and Aries is the first sign.
We have a lot of beautiful energy and forward momentum that continues.
Well then we come to the second lunation - the Full Moon in Cancer.
This is the final lunation of the year. It happens two to three days before the
new year begins on the 29th of December in the Americas and 30th of
December Universal Time.
We actually had the eclipse on November 30th. So the number 30 appears
twice, and 30 has the zero with it just like 2020 has two zeros. 30 has the zero
as well. So there is a lot of divine protection here. And in this case with the
number three means self-expression and creative joy and the triad of mother,
father, child. So it is about a completion of your ability to be the creator of your
life, and to feel the joy in that creative process.
So on December 30th, 2020, which adds up to 10, if you look at that
connection, we have the 30, we have the 20, and we have the 10, and it's a 12-3, ready-set-go code in reverse before we, appear on January 1st with the
New Year in 2021.
So there's a lot of bridging going on here, a lot of forward momentum. And of
course the 10 is a new beginning of manifestation, love and light. It's the God
number. So 10/1 1(10 reduces to 1), new beginnings, very powerful, very
original imaginative forward momentum energy here. Beautifully connected.
Now the sun and moon are at 8°, and this is the THIRD full moon in a row with
the sun and moon are opposite each other at 8 degrees! We had the Taurus full
moon. Then we had the Gemini full moon on November 30th. Now we have the
full moon in Cancer - all at 8 degrees.
And we also had several new moons at 23 degrees!
Now these are the two numbers of confidence, courage leadership. And so we
are seeing the infinity symbol, the eternal life symbol here activated, reminding
you that you are eternal - that no matter what happens, you live forever and
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your Soul never dies.
It is only your body that eventually moves to transition into a new experience as
energy.
So this 8 degree full moon in Cancer, the sign of healing, love - it's the sign that
the moon rules. Remember that Venus is very active at this time as well. This is
very, very lovely energy, to celebrate the moon and the lunations and the Divine
feminine as we move into the new year.
And it forms a beautiful triangle with Uranus. Uranus is at 6 degrees Taurus,
and here we are, the beginning of the Aquarian age, Uranus rules Aquarius, and
here we have a gorgeous connection to Uranus, really celebrating freedom,
celebrating the positive change, increased intuition, flashes of insight, selfdiscovery, revelations, even revolutionary revelations.
So all of this - because of the numbers here are increasing your inner
confidence to just express who you are in, in terms of your unique source of
energy that you bring to the world - makes you very perceptive as well.
You can understand more what is going on in the Astro numerology, (Uranus
rules astrology numerology,) and the Aquarian age will really bring these
divination arts into the forefront of people's experience on Earth so that they
have these tools to help navigate and give inspiration and give a source of
nurturing, reinvigorating what you know already but are now having it
confirmed. It's a wonderful confirmation tool as well. It helps with solutions.
So this is really the age that we're going to celebrate what we all love so much,
which is the codes, the star codes. Uranus reaches for the stars, Uranus
reaches for the future, and it allows us to be multidimensional.
So this final lunation of the year and the first lunation of the new age (bridging
again), is indicative of what is to come.
There's so much good energy here and it's really exciting to see how it all is
transpiring.
There's one more, important transit. And that's between Venus and Neptune
and it is it is exact on this day, actually. Venus at 18 degrees in Sagittarius and
Neptune at 18 degrees in Pisces. This square is almost like the final invitation
of the year to welcome the Divine feminine. These are such feminine planets -
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Neptune, which is your inner spirit, your connection to all, unconditional love,
and then Venus - the Divine feminine coming together in such a loving, loving
way. This is about human love and the love of all, the love of many coming
together and taking away the idealism, not over-romanticizing, not getting into
a place of distortion, but understanding the obvious truth of what love actually
is.
So this will be a time if you are still hanging on to old ways or old addictions or,
feeling down in any way to actually help yourself to extricate from that illusion
and understand that you are actually in control of everything that happens to
you, including how you perceive it.
So your perception will shift. And anything that will need to shift will be asked
to undergo that transformation of letting go at this time, because Neptune
dissolves and Venus is about what you value. So you're going to dissolve any
values that are no longer helping you no longer serving you, not for your
highest vibrational good.
Those are your two lunations and the universal month number for December.
And now we will cover the exciting Astro-Numerology star code forecasts for
every day in December.
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December 1 - 8
Tuesday, 12.1.2020 = 8
! December starts with a powerful energy infusion and a call to take charge of
your life.
! Your new abundance intentions and leadership goals are activated.
! Action translates quickly into prosperous outcomes.
! This fresh energy surge easily sweeps away old beliefs and heightens your
confidence.
! So be BOLD today – you are naturally activating magnificent opportunities to
flow towards you.
! Your original ideas are easily manifested.
! What you act on today leaves a long-term impact.
Moon square Neptune
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel more sensitive and may question reality.
A dreamlike sensation may create a veil and prevent you from seeing
things clearly.
Your sensory perception is strong – stay grounded and add
extra spiritual protection.
This is a time to rest and not make important decisions.
Use the enhanced creative energy in an imaginative way.
Beautiful music and art soothe any frayed nerves.
Mystical experiences take you to faraway places.
Sleep in, take naps and you’ll restore and maintain your emotional
harmony.

Wednesday, 12.2.2020 = 9
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Today celebrates love, hugs, compassion, rest and rejuvenation.
Close relationships require your attention.
Something may be culminating or coming to a conclusion.
Listen closely before you speak – and create space for inspiration to flow.
Act only if prompted by your intuition.
You are receiving tremendous wisdom today.
Harmony and peace infuse your heart – be sure to seek out beauty and
engage in activities that rejuvenate you from the inside out.
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Moon sextile Uranus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A wonderful invitation to follow your instinct and take risks!
Open up to your inner genius – it will radically allow your perspective to
shift into non-attachment.
Take the opportunities that come your way to upgrade in all pertinent
areas.
Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers you may
have been seeking for a while.
Uranus helps you suddenly uncover a critical missing link that connects
the dots for you.
You are more open to sharing feelings that you may have withheld
before now.
It’s also an ideal time to release habits and old paradigms that you’ve
known are not working for you anymore – and replace them with your
newfound wisdom and enthusiasm to act on that wisdom/

Thursday, 12.3.2020 = 10
• Today’s code is expressive, creative and filled with fun and forward
momentum.
• When number 3 and 1 combine your imagination and ingenuity are
on a high!
• Fresh ideas flow and you are able to communicate easily.
• You lead with confidence and speak with fearlessness.
• A wonderful sense of happiness spurs you to move forward.
• This is very optimistic, pro-active energy.
• Lots of opportunities can appear for you today.
• Begin a new creative endeavor, or immerse yourself in a project that
inspires you to the core.
• What you focus on manifests rapidly.
Moon trine Neptune
•
•
•

Your psychic abilities are really strong.
You feel a more delicate, light, sweet and spiritual energy
today.
Your dreams may intensify.
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•
•

You receive wonderful insights.
Mystical experiences may shift your perspective.

Moon square Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel strong emotional focus and direction.
Guard against emotional aggression and impatience.
This is highly creative energy.
Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make
great progress.
You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient.
You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction.
You are conscious of your goals.
Act on your feelings – positively.

Friday, 12.4.2020 = 11/2
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are walking through the 11 portal into security, peace and natural
order.
When 4 is merged with 2 your focus is turned towards manifesting
accomplishment through diplomacy and harmony.
Family and relationships are important today and require your
attention.
Your home may need to be re-organized or cleared of clutter.
Security and peace are re-established.
You are laying a foundation – so connect with nature and walk
barefoot on the Earth if you can!
Mercury trine Chiron
•
•
•

•
•

Powerful healing can be activated now.
You can recall and communicate with tremendous healing
power.
Reading about ancient wisdom, learning a healing modality,
listening to your intuition and sharing what your discoveries in
written or verbal form are greatly favored.
Your ability to counsel and nurture others with love and wisdom
is exponential.
Your life as a healer is made visible to the world.
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Saturday, 12.5.2020 = 12/3
!
!
!
!
!
!

When 5 and 3 are both in play in one day the energy is very active and
moveable.
Explore, take a risk, and make quick decisions.
Creativity is magnified, so immerse yourself in your imagination.
It is a social and romantic day – beautiful for a date night with your lover or
a gathering with friends.
The energy is flowing, so be completely open to changing your plans –
being flexible is key!
Immerse in things that feel happy, bring pleasure and liberate you from
worry.

Venus trine Neptune in Pisces
•
•
•
•
•

This is a wonderfully romantic day!
You feel so artistic and creative.
Daydream… and tune into your imagination today.
Your love life gets a surge of tenderness – such a sweet lovely
energy.
This is sweet, tender, warm energy – a beautiful, spiritual
connection to unconditional love.

Sunday, 12.6.2020 = 13/4
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Love and Family are on the forefront.
6 nurtures, 13 empowers through change, 4 secures and grounds.
You have responsibilities and the discipline to succeed with great
compassion.
Being in a state of harmony and staying organized inspire you to simplify.
Your principles shift or deepen.
Focus on personal growth and practical manifestation.
Dedicated intentional work attracts prosperity.
Let Love lead you - your mind will know exactly what to do.
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Moon quincunx (150°) Saturn
• Take your feelings seriously – your intuitive awareness is
secure and strong.
• Release any guilt or fear regarding relationships.
• Take total responsibility for your well-being by stepping up and
taking the lead.
• Your freedom of expression may feel dampened somewhat by
the responsibilities you have taken on.
• Work takes a front seat as you take on more and need to set
boundaries on what is superfluous.
• Emotional commitment to your goals is important in order not
to get side-tracked by lack of direction or confidence.
• Empowerment comes the more passionately engaged you are.
• Tap into the excitement and drive generated by your core
feelings.
• This is a big call to ACT on projects.
• Since your responsibilities deepen – be patient and thorough.
• Inner Authority awakens in your heart, purging fears of visibility and
making the quest for success easy.
• Becoming more self aware is a major component of this Saturn
Moon activation – it helps you understand human behavior as
well.
Moon quincunx Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•

You experience joyous feelings and generosity.
You feel more relaxed and open to share.
Make sure you create boundaries to protect yourself
emotionally as well.
You will want to communicate your heart and Soul with your
loved ones.
Gratitude is enhanced – you are generous with your time.
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Monday, 12.7.2020 = 14/5
Monday is fabulous for intellectual brainstorming, learning and bringing
clarity to your message
December is a 7 Universal Month in 2020, so a highly intuitive 7 is activated
today.
7 inspires (especially in silence and nature) and 14 is the Scribe –
messenger of inspiration and information.
It is important to move quickly and also take time to rest.
You have acute perception.
Your sentience – intuition through God-consciousness – is strong.
Introspection and new information inspire you to take a risk.
Change and surprise may show up to open your mind to new possibilities.
Overcoming fears results in wonderful clarity!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Moon trine Uranus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are inclined towards change and making new plans.
Surprises create emotional breakthroughs.
Act on your instinct.
Be open to unusual experiences.
A fabulous day to attract abundance and manifest financial
flow.
Your imagination flows today.
You may have some unusual experiences. You yearn for
emotional freedom.
Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored. Let your
genius express itself.
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Tuesday, 12.8.2020 = 15/6
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Infinity merges with Spiritual Alchemy!
Your ability to love with courage is incredibly strong.
Magical outcomes arise as you allow your heart to guide you.
Dedication to leadership is required today.
Be confident in your ability to generate financial flow – abundance is greatly
enhanced today.
Love generously – feel the compassionate connection with others and your
project in a dynamic way.
Your big vision gets a powerful, blissful boost.
You have total confidence to joyfully and lovingly fulfill your contracts.
You FEEL strong and happy!
Moon trine Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of
bliss.
You feel happy and free to share your heart with others.
Generosity and gratitude infuse your Soul.
Gifts and advantages show up for you.
You feel recognized at Soul-level.
Wisdom and Love in harmony create happiness.
Good day for negotiations.
Share your feelings with those who love you.
You feel magnetic which boosts career advancement.

Moon trine Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

This is a day of deep emotional insights.
You are purging emotions for deep healing.
You have a greater strength of assertion.
Emotionally you feel empowered and confident.
You’re more sensitive.
Heightened intuition and psychic perception.
Feelings can transform and create a rebirth.
You can be deeply moved.
You are in touch with your subconscious mind and want to get
to the truth of the matter – getting to the root of feelings in
yourself and others. Interactions are profound.
Your heart is engaged and gives you great confidence and
strength.
Lead from a place of passion and love.
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December 9 – 15
Wednesday, 12.9.2020 = 16/7
! Wise leadership is supported by your acute sensory perception.
! Listen closely for guidance – the unexpected is easily navigated, and plans
let go of, when you tune into your heart.
! Something in your life, however small, is coming to a close today.
! Release, forgive and you’ll have stunning insights and peace.
! Your strong intuition gives you access to higher wisdom and knowledge.
! Take time to rest and contemplate, so you can deeply commune with your
heart.
! Be of service – serve with compassion.
! Lead from Unconditional Love and you embody Spiritual Mastery.
Sun square Neptune
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

You are more impressionable now.
Take a time-out from working too hard.
Your spiritual nature needs your attention.
Your inner voice is calling you – hold the space for silence and
serenity.
If you don’t pay attention to your creativity and imagination you
may get out of sync, feel energetically depleted and even
disillusioned.
Instead tune into your ethereal, mystical side.
Take extra time to rest.
Listen to beautiful, uplifting music and the appreciation of art.
Surround yourself with exquisite beauty to nurture and soothe
your Soul.
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Thursday, 12.10.2020 = 8
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

10 represents Love & Light – Instant Manifestation.
8 energizes, encourages, leads and creates prosperity.
You feel a renewed focus on money matters as attracting abundance is
highly favored when you joyfully engage with prosperity consciousness.
Manifest your original, inspired ideas and you will reap powerful results.
This combination is incredibly enriching!
Forward momentum is felt at a visceral level and this instills tremendous
inner confidence.
The seeds you sow today will leave a long-term impact.
Like a fresh breeze, you feel invigorated!

Venus sextile Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong feelings of love are intensified.
You feel exceptionally attractive and magnetic.
Companionship is even more important to you as you long to
share your life with a special someone.
If you are in a relationship, love knows no bounds and is deeper
than ever.
Relationships evolve profoundly and can reach spiritual heights
as well.
Sexual bonding is intensified.
You want your friendships and intimate relationships to be
profoundly real and heart-centered.
Beauty and creativity are recognized for their deep power to
heal.
Pluto will want to reveal secrets or you may want to keep a
relationship more private.
You want to know the truth, no matter what – sharing feelings
with another on this level is very important to you now.
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Friday, 12.11.2020 = 9
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

The 11 Portal opens into unconditional love, forgiveness, wisdom and
compassion.
Take time to rest so you can release and renew.
Inspiration is on a high – allow your heart to breathe!
Step through the 11 portal into the highest vibration of love and wisdom.
Intimacy and kindness forge deep mystical connections.
A beautiful romantic day!
Communication with your followers brings many opportunities for
abundance.

Sun sextile Mars
•
•
•
•
•

Aligning beautifully with today’s numerology code, you feel
energized, and stimulated to act.
Joy and your inner Sacred Warrior are seeking an
expressive outlet.
Your creativity is on a high.
Guard against impulsive action.
Trust your intuition and move forward quickly – you’ll create
tremendous momentum.

Saturday, 12.12.2020 = 10
! 12.12 inspires the eternal student – there is something powerful
you are learning today, and the result will manifest instantly.
! The code today carries momentum and movement.
! You are poised to begin and get inspired by what truly makes
you happy.
! Original ideas merged with imagination can be communicated
with great - clarity today.
! Learning from people and subject matters that are filled with
Light remind you of your delightful, cosmic origins.
! Your optimism attracts new opportunities and blessings.
! Activate new goals – they lead to greater expression of your
Soul.
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Moon sextile Pluto
•
•
•
•
•

You are empowered and determined and filled with purpose.
Pluto rules Scorpio
Truth will gently revealed, but still be profound.
You can solve mysteries, and discover answers to secrets.
You feel forgiving and that empowers you from deeply within.

Moon conjunct Venus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feelings of love infuse your day.
You are expressive, more creative and crave beauty.
Focus on how to create financial flow.
Your heart is uplifted by beautiful music.
Seek out people who uplift and inspire you.
Desire for affection
Tenderness, feeling social.
Relationships get a boost
You feel relaxed.
You have good judgment on how to enhance your surroundings
and make them beautiful and pleasurable for you.

Sunday, 12.13.2020 = 11/2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sunday is a magnificently intuitive day of double new beginnings
inspired by divine downloads.
The 11 portal opens the doors to feel empowered by the Divine
Feminine energy sweeping the Earth at this time.
Be open to tremendous shifts in consciousness.
Intimate connections are forged by going into unusual subject
matters.
Expect swift, unexpected changes – they are acting to move
energy for greater harmony and peace in your life.
A focus on home, business and or family calls for diplomacy.
Be sure everything is in its place and organized.
You are laying strong foundations today.
Listen to your unusual “Genius” ideas – they are planting seeds
that translate into abundance!
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Mercury square Neptune in Pisces
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep your conversations clear by addressing each thought with
complete conscious awareness – guard against getting
distracted or pulled into rabbit holes.
Try not to go to deeply into matters of concern – this aspect
can bring some confusion and illusion, making it challenging to
get an important point across.
Seek out activities and people that uplift and inspire.
Keep it simple today and breathe deeply.
Take time today to get clarity – you may feel confusion.
If that’s the case be sure to clear out any important issues.
Look within for answers or turn to a good friend for help.
You can get powerful spiritual insights today!
Your intuition is greatly enhanced.
Stay away from mind-altering substances such as alcohol,
since you are much more sensitive.
Nurture your psychic abilities and your extraordinary
imagination.
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Monday, 12.14.2020 = 12/3
!
!
!

!
!
!

Express yourself with total freedom.
Give voice to happiness – share what feels good.
Connection with others can be on may levels – words, music, writing,
poetry, dance – as long as your heart freely expresses itself without any
boundaries.
Keywords today are Truth and Liberation, Joy and Adventure, Connection
and Pleasure.
Take a risk! Let your imagination flow!
Welcome shifts and change and be sure to make decisions quickly.

NEW Moon at 23° Sagittarius
(4:16 pm UT, 11:16 am EST, 8:16 am PST)
Moon conjunct Mercury
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have many ideas and are making plans.
You are intellectually stimulated.
A great time to share your ideas, make plans and negotiate
Heart and Mind are synchronized.
Connecting and meeting people is greatly favored – and
creates happy outcomes.
This is a good day for negotiations.
All aspects of writing and communication are enhanced.
You are fascinated by higher wisdom and want to immerse
yourself in the law of happiness and the law of abundance.

Sun conjunct Mercury
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your focus is on practical thinking
Set goals with full conscious engagement.
Your communication abilities are strong and you are able to
reason well.
Thoughts move fast as you adapt to variety and are curious to
explore.
Negotiations and correspondence are favored
Good for business matters.
You have a clear intellect and are focusing on positive
outcomes.
You are conscious of your goals and intellectually engaged in
achieving them.
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•

Any kind of communication is supported by your positive
insights today.

Moon trine Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Sagittarius New Moon Eclipse trine Mars boosts your
energy, confidence and enthusiasm!
You can tackle challenges with courage and initiate new
directions in your life and career.
Your instinct feels strong.
You are fired up – Fortunate outcomes are aligned with your
bravery.
You yearn for independence.
It’s a great period for enterprising successes.

Sun trine Mars
•
•
•
•
•

You feel energized, and stimulated to act.
Joy and your inner Sacred Warrior are seeking an
expressive outlet.
Your creativity is on a high.
Guard against impulsive action.
Trust your intuition and move forward quickly – you’ll create
tremendous momentum.

Moon square Neptune
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel more sensitive and may question reality.
A dreamlike sensation may create a veil and prevent you from seeing
things clearly.
Your emotional sensory perception is strong – stay grounded
and add extra spiritual protection.
This is a time to rest and not make important decisions.
Use the enhanced creative energy in an imaginative way.
Beautiful music and art soothe any frayed nerves.
Mystical experiences take you to faraway places.
Sleep in, take naps and you’ll restore and maintain your emotional
harmony.

Sun square Neptune
•
•
•

You are more impressionable now.
Take a time-out from working too hard.
Your spiritual nature needs your attention.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Your inner voice is calling you – hold the space for silence and
serenity.
If you don’t pay attention to your creativity and imagination you
may get out of sync, feel energetically depleted and
disillusioned.
Instead tune into your ethereal, mystical side.
Take extra time to rest.
Listen to beautiful, uplifting music and the appreciation of art.
Surround yourself with exquisite beauty to nurture and soothe
your Soul.

Other transits during the Sagittarius Solar Eclipse:
Mercury trine Mars (exact during Eclipse)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick thinking coupled with decisiveness inspires you to make
plans and ACT on them with confidence.
Increased intellect and concentration allow you to focus on
meticulous projects.
Your adventurous spirit is ignited as you take risks that lead to
positive results.
Your mind is infused with energy – your intellect and
communication skills are on fire!
You are innovative and eager to implement your ideas.
You have the energy to achieve a lot.
You feel more magnetic and attractive.
Your magnetic communication abilities mesmerize in any public
speaking engagements and negotiations.
Ideas you might have otherwise kept to yourself are shared
openly now with great passion.

Venus sextile Jupiter (exact during Eclipse)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A wonderfully warm and happy transit between Venus and
Jupiter opens the gateway for more harmony and optimism.
You want to share all the good feelings.
This is a social day and feels very lucky.
Generosity and acceptance through sharing are emphasized.
Financial growth is greatly enhanced.
Surround yourself with beauty today.
You feel good, cheerful, optimistic and have an expansive
positive outlook on your future.
Romance and dating are wonderfully activated – perfect date
night.
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•
•

•
•
•

You can heal any disharmony in your relationships easily.
Venus governs love and financial flow and Jupiter governs
wealth, so this planetary meeting expands your ability to attract
both!
It’s a great time to make investments.
Taking time out for a holiday break is favored as well.
You feel fortunate!

Tuesday, 12.15.2020 = 13/4
!
!
!
!
!
!

Spiritual alchemy, joy and magic merge with the number 13, an expression
of the Divine Feminine through transformation and empowerment!
This is a powerful day of healing and courageous changes.
An attention on self-care and nurturing others allow you to come full circle
and feel a sense of completion.
Family or business responsibilities when taken seriously open new doors to
opportunities.
Love, security, integrity, empowerment, transformation and joy are your
keywords.
Abundance expands exponentially with discipline and total commitment to
your goals.

Venus sextile Saturn
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

You feel more serious – but this is a highly productive period!
Often you receive the harvest of past efforts around this time.
You reap what you have seeded in more challenging periods of
your life.
Any authority figures in your life will take pleasure in your
accomplishments.
You yearn for more companionship.
You want to feel valued for who you are at Soul level.
You or your partner may feel the urge for deeper commitment
to the relationship.
Any new relationships will not be short-lived but result in longterm commitment.
Saturn is the wise teacher, so the age difference in a
mentor/student or romantic relationship may be greater than
usual.
Business investments are favored now, as is paying off debt
and starting a savings plan.
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December 16 - 23
Wednesday, 12.16.2020 = 14/5
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

December is a 7 Universal Month in 2020, so a highly intuitive 7:7 is
activated today (16 reduces to the root number 7).
Major intuitive insights are yours.
With the 7 and 14/5 – unexpected energy creates a day of shifts and
surprising developments – especially regarding self expression, messaging
and communication.
16 facilitates flashes of insight through meditation, intuition and rest - so be
sure to take extra time for contemplation and rejuvenation.
At the same time, your mind is quite active and energy can move very swiftly
today – so be prepared to make quick decisions.
Multi-tasking is favored, as long as you don’t get distracted and disconnected
from Source.
Your requirement for peace and quiet is heightened today.

Moon square Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel strong emotional focus and direction.
Guard against emotional aggression and impatience.
This is highly creative energy.
Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make
great progress.
You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient.
You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction.
You are conscious of your goals.
Guard against aggression and rashness.
Act on your feelings – positively.
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Thursday, 12.17.2020 = 15/6
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

The Immortality vibration, 17, joins with 15 – number of magic and Spiritual
Alchemy.
You are empowered and strengthened by being of service and loving your
life into being.
Celebrate immortal love today.
Fabulous abundance opportunities are magnified!
With confidence and trust, you generate an expansion in your financial flow.
Love freely and without limitations.
Action facilitates tremendous opportunities for success and prosperity.
Allow your vision to nurture you at Soul level to inspire greatness.

Moon sextile Chiron
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are being healed by the power of love and compassion.
Allow your heart to feel tender and sensitive.
Share nurturing with others.
As you love – you are healed.
You understand how emotions can help or hinder spiritual
awakening.
Healing is greatly enhanced as increased tenderness allows
you to feel the energy of others.
Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will
allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way.
Compassion towards the needs of others is enhanced.
You simply respond to others with the compassion of your
heart…
A beautiful day for emotional healing.
Love and tender connections with others is heightened both
the stars and numbers code today.
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Friday, 12.18.2020 = 16/7
!
!
!
!
!

A code of release and inspiration make this a perfect day to rest and take
time for contemplation.
You receive intuitive inspirations informed especially by love and
compassion.
Be gentle with yourself and others today.
Patience and passion allow your Soul to connect with the divine.
When you listen in silence, your heart will connect all the dots and show the
way towards wisdom and peace.

Moon sextile Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have greater emotional focus and direction.
You are more conscious of your intenstions.
Your instinct feels strong.
This is a day of fire, passion, enthusiasm!
Act on your emotions.
You may feel a little impulsive – guard against overreacting.
It’s a great day for enterprising, small successes.
You yearn for independence.

Saturday, 12.19.2020 = 17/8
!
!
!
!
!
!

The Prince of Heaven Number joins with the vibration of immortality, power,
courage and leadership.
You feel tremendous strength and vigor.
You have a wonderful opportunity for visionary leadership today – take it.
Abundance flows, so manifest with your financial targets in the forefront of
your mind.
Your mind is focused on manifestation.
Shine your light fully – you are unstoppable!

Sun conjunct Mercury
•
•
•
•

Your focus is on practical thinking
Set goals with full conscious engagement.
Your communication abilities are strong and you are able to
reason well.
Thoughts move fast as you adapt to variety and are curious to
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•
•
•
•
•

explore.
Negotiations and correspondence are favored.
Good for business matters.
You have a clear intellect and are focusing on positive
outcomes.
You are conscious of your goals and intellectually engaged in
achieving them.
Any kind of communication is supported by your positive
insights today.

Sunday, 12.20.2020 = 9
! The day before the solstice is beautifully set up to allow you to release the
past and come to a place of balance and stillness.
! Listen and connect intimately with Source.
! This is a wonderful quiet Sunday of intimacy and serenity.
! Inner peace is attained through total surrender.
! Letting go reveals the answers to your questions.
! You are more sensitive than usual and open to exquisite tenderness.
! Unconditional love, partnership, forgiveness and beauty are your guiding
lights.
Moon conjunct Neptune in Pisces
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Echoing the release and letting go of today’s numerology
code, the Moon’s presence in Pisces (the final sign) and
conjunct Neptune facilitates dying to the past…
Tomorrow is an incredible day as Jupiter and Saturn merge
together in Aquarius at 0° – so today’s Star Code is especially
profound in facilitating an internal vibrational shift.
You are super sensitive, receptive and open emotionally.
Your psychic faculties are greatly enhanced.
Extra-sensory cognition is super strong today.
You pick up on other people’s feelings more than usual.
Feelings are very delicate all around.
You have great introspection.
Your dream life is intense.
Mystical experiences and delving into mystical subjects is
favored.
You feel spiritually very connected to Source.
Your heart is wide open – sharing unconditional love.
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Monday, 12.21.2020 = 10
!

!
!
!
!
!
!

How amazing that the date for the 21 December Solstice in 2020 adds up to
10 – the number of Love and Light, Instant Manifestation and NEW
BEGINNINGS.
0 brings Divine Protection… and 21 resonates to TRUTH and JOY.
Creative new ideas illuminate the natural Truth and Joy in your heart.
You feel optimistic and ready for a fresh start.
Begin a creative project – or bask in an imaginative endeavor.
Your imagination gives you the keys to happiness.
The Instant Manifestation Number of Love and Light – 10 - delights and
inspires you to feel your way through every moment, decision and question by
seeking only to activate what makes you happy.

Jupiter conjunct Saturn at 0° Aquarius!
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

What an amazing conjunction – one for the ages!
Jupiter – Joy, Expansion, Opportunities, Wisdom – merges
with Saturn – Timing, Responsibilities, Career, Leadership – at
0° Aquarius, creating a ZERO POINT shift as Earth and
Humanity begin to shift into the Age of Aquarius – sign of
Freedom, the Future, Groups, Invention, Inspiration, Galactic
Consciousness and Liberation from Fear.
This fortunate conjunction attracts fantastic opportunities and
growth as you let go of unconscious blocks and go for it!
You have reached the end of a period and are starting a new
one that promises advancement and a shift into a higher
vibrational frequency.
You’ve known this time of good fortune was coming for a long
time – and now it is here.
With good previous planning, you are embarking on a
tremendous growth period, especially in the areas of freedom,
entrepreneurship and joyous career shifts.
It’s a great time for you to take a risk and try a new approach.
This ties in with the greater self awareness you are
experiencing – regarding changing responsibilities, any stifling
conditions or unnecessary demands.
Any fears or resistance keeping you from experiencing
unlimited happiness and a sense of spiritual accomplishment
are being acknowledged and addressed.
Even without any sense of restrictions, you’ll venture out to
explore greater freedom and expanded prosperity.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Your positive attitude naturally attracts destined, fortunate
breaks that manifest into personal and professional growth
opportunities.
If you’ve been considering investing in property or renovating
your home, this is a good time to move ahead (keeping in mind
that your personal astro-numerology in relation to this
Jupiter/Saturn conjunction must also be considered).
You feel very optimistic about creating successful outcomes.
Your sense of freedom and openness to broaden your
perspective manifesting exciting positive changes in your life.
Jupiter governs expansion, higher learning, and faraway travel,
so you may delve more deeply, grow in unexpected ways.
You learn things quickly, including new languages, art, music,
dance, style.
A sense of adventure helps you acclimate to and anticipate
great results beyond the horizon.

Tuesday, 12.22.2020 = 11/2
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!

We have 2 Master Numbers – 22 and 11 – and many 2s in the code for
today!
2 merges opposites, brings peace to duality and is the vibration of caring and
kindness.
11 and 22 intensify the message of yesterday’s Solstice by infusing
imagination, inspiration and peace.
The integration of the shift in play now is starting off with a major call to
listen, act… and be patient.
This is a wonderful time for new beginnings in intimacy, connections,
communication and one-on-one relationships.
Master number 22 represents the Architect of Peace which today walks
through the 11 gateway of Present Time Intuitive Awareness and the pure,
simple number 2, comprised of balance, harmony and peace…
Take time for serenity – and focus intently on one project.
Getting organized and clearing away all that is unnecessary establishes
tremendous peace of mind.
This is a powerful manifestation day – especially if you allow your intuition to
guide you every step of the way.
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Moon trine Venus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The theme of happiness is reinvigorated by this beautiful trine.
Feelings of happiness, a desire for affection, sharing time with
others is activated.
You want to immerse yourself in the arts to soothe your Soul
with beauty.
Love touches everything you do.
You want to socialize, preferably in a beautiful environment.
You want to beautify your environment.
You understand the importance of the little pleasures in life.

Wednesday, 12.23.2020 = 12/3
Feel FREE to feel JOY and COURAGE!
You are learning to let go and let happiness into every moment of your life.
Speaking your truth liberates you from drama.
Enjoy the movement of a faster pace as energy quickens.
23 is the Royal Star of the Lion number, instilling courage, strength,
adventure and leadership.
! 12 helps you connect to your inner student – joyfully being present to
perceive and explore new discoveries.
! Together this beautiful code showers your day with gifts and blessings from
the heart.
! Speak simply, lovingly and take a risk with how freely you share today.
!
!
!
!
!

Mars square Pluto
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mars fires you up with goal-directed energy along with the
power and leadership qualities of Pluto for tremendous results.
You know you can achieve anything you desire and will go out
of your way to achieve victorious outcomes.
The inner tension arising from the square between these two
planetary rulers of Scorpio needs an outlet: Channel your
passion into creative projects and physical movement.
Or put it to good use in a business endeavor.
Either way you will have the courage and confidence to step
up.
Concentrate totally on the achievement of your goals for
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•

•
•
•

optimal results.
If you feel energy pushing back at you, strengthen your efforts
(you have an amazing resource of energy now) and transform
the situation vibrationally – Alchemize and Act and you will
succeed.
You feel very magnetic and sexually empowered.
As always, squares ask that you seek harmony and balance at
all times.
Mars and Pluto are co-rulers of Scorpio so you may uncover
secrets that help you set the record straight – the Truth shall
set you free.
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December 24 – 31
Thursday, 12.24.2020 = 13/4
!
!
!
!

The magic of love allows you to bring peaceful resolutions.
You are blending work, discipline with compassion and caring.
Abundance is greatly enhanced when you diligently apply
yourself to fulfilling your goals.
Inner and outer harmony lays a foundation for accomplishment
today.

Moon square Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your heart expands.
Consciously focus on positive outcomes so you don’t feel
listless.
A balance of wisdom and love activates abundance today.
Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of
bliss.
You feel free to share your heart with others.
Generosity infuses your Soul.
Gifts and advantages show up for you.
You feel recognized at Soul-level.

Friday, 12.25.2020 = 14/5
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

The final of three 7:7 activations occurs on Christmas Day – as Heaven is
brought to Earth through Introspection and Intuition.
This is a day of both rest and rapid shifts.
You are balancing movement and meditation, freedom and rest.
Mental acuity is greatly enhanced today – you have great perception and
intellectual capacity.
Be sure to create a sacred space for serenity and silence as you
contemplate - and feel free to take a risk or make a change.
You can experience a spiritual awakening.
Unexpected developments and divine downloads may facilitate wonderful
breakthroughs.
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Mercury trine Uranus
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have great powers of observation.
You can experience phenomenal mental energy and speed
ahead in your thinking process – so be sure to channel this
electrifying energy.
Since your mind speeds up, be sure to listen to others.
Your communication speeds up.
Uranus liberates you, so you may feel free to share things you
have not before, but always in a harmonious, positive way.
New perceptions open up and you can receive exciting news
You are available to accept new possibilities
Uranus brings excitement, so you may receive news that
surprises and thrills you.
Unusual fields of interest may grab your attention.
You desire independence.
Your intuition is very acute – flashes of insight are strong.
This transit can free your thoughts from preconceived ideas
picked up in early childhood, so you may communicate from a
higher vibration once this transit completes.

Saturday, 3.26.2020 = 15/6
!
!
!
!
!

This is a powerful day of love, spiritual alchemy and courage.
You lead from the heart and have the confidence to uphold your vision.
Love with abandon and love generously.
Action is inspired from Nurturing, Manifestation from Feeling.
Romancing your life gives you the confidence to implement miracles.

Moon trine Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is a day of deep emotional insights.
You are purging emotions for deep healing.
You have a greater strength of assertion.
Emotionally you feel empowered and confident.
You’re more sensitive emotionally.
Heightened intuition and psychic perception.
Feelings can transform and create a rebirth.
You may be deeply moved.
You are in touch with your subconscious mind and want to get
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•
•
•
•

to the truth of the matter – getting to the root of feelings in
yourself and others. Interactions are profound.
You are connecting to deeper emotions.
This brings emotional empowerment.
Your heart is engaged and gives you great confidence and
strength.
Lead from a place of passion and love.

Sunday, 12.27.2020 = 16/7
!
!
!
!
!
!

Unconditional love and Inspiration enable you to release and be an open
channel for Divine wisdom.
Let go of mental hang-ups – transcend insecurities that are keeping you from
connecting to the Universe.
Love deeply.
Be of service by listening to your Soul speak.
Take time to be alone or in serenity.
Unconditional love, caring, wisdom, inspiration and healing imbue your day.

Sun trine Uranus
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

This transit brings an inclination to change and reform.
You are making new plans.
Your love of freedom and your inner independent spirit are
ignited.
You are versatile, inquisitive and open to unique perspectives.
Your heightened intelligence helps you understand and
connect the dots in the esoteric sciences, like astrology and
numerology.
Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers
you may have been seeking for a while.
Uranus helps you uncover a critical missing link…
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Monday, 12.28.2020 = 17/8
It’s a great day to set new prosperity and leadership goals.
Take time to write out your targets for the next week and the coming
month, for 2021.
You can sense the opportunities coming your way that allow you to lead
from your big vision.
Focus on creating greater financial flow.
Bold action attracts infinite amounts of blessings - that LAST.

!
!
!
!
!

Moon trine Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

This is a day of deep emotional insights.
You are purging emotions for deep healing.
You have a greater strength of assertion.
Emotionally you feel empowered and confident.
You’re more sensitive emotionally.
Heightened intuition and psychic perception.
Feelings can transform and create a rebirth.
You may be deeply moved.
You are in touch with your subconscious mind and want to get
to the truth of the matter – getting to the root of feelings in
yourself and others. Interactions are profound.
You are connecting to deeper emotions.
This brings emotional empowerment.
Your heart is engaged and gives you great confidence and
strength.
Lead from a place of passion and love.

Moon trine Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of
bliss.
You feel happy and free to share your heart with others.
Generosity and gratitude infuse your Soul.
Gifts and advantages show up for you.
You feel recognized at Soul-level.
Wisdom and Love in harmony create happiness.
Good day for negotiations.
Share your feelings with those who love you.
You feel magnetic which boosts career advancement.
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Tuesday, 12.29.2020 = 18/9
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Walk through the 29/11 portal into pure love, kindness, healing,
rejuvenation and compassion.
Intimate connections forge a heart-centered awakening.
Great wisdom accompanies today’s code.
Double new beginnings allow you to experience a spiritual
transformation, especially if you take extra time to rest.
Be open to a rebirth.
Expansive financial flow accompanies your willingness to go where
you’ve never gone before.
So reach for the stars, the unknown immense potential – and
discover how miracles are yours every day of your life.

Full Moon at 8° CANCER
(3:28 am UT on Dec 30, 10:28 pm EST, 7:28 pm PST)
This is the THIRD consecutive New Moon at 8°!
Transits to the Sun and Moon:
Moon sextile Uranus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A wonderful invitation to follow your instinct and take risks!
Open up to your inner GENIUS – it will radically allow your
perspective to shift into non-attachment.
Take the opportunities that come your way to upgrade in all
pertinent areas.
Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers
you may have been seeking for a while.
Uranus helps you suddenly uncover a critical missing link that
connects the dots for you.
You are more open to sharing feelings that you may have
withheld before now.
It’s also an ideal time to release habits and old paradigms that
you’ve known are not working for you anymore – and replace
them with your new found wisdom and enthusiasm to act on
that wisdom

Sun trine Uranus
•

This transit brings an inclination to change and reform.
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•
•
•
•

•
•

You are making new plans.
Your love of freedom and your inner independent spirit are
ignited.
You are versatile, inquisitive and open to unique perspectives.
Your heightened intelligence helps you understand and
connect the dots in the esoteric sciences, like astrology and
numerology.
Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers
you may have been seeking for a while.
Uranus helps you uncover a critical missing link…

T-square from Sun and Moon to Chiron:
Moon square Chiron
Healing through love is greatly enhanced today.
This is a great time to start therapy if you feel the call to do so.
Massage is a wonderful way to process the potent healing
energy that is calling for you to pay attention to any unresolved
issues.
Don’t be too hard on yourself.
Engage in loving conversations.
Your inner spirituality is awakening and that will require your full
attention at this time.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Sun square Chiron
•
•

•

•

This is a great time to start therapy if you feel the call to do so.
Massage is a wonderful way to process the potent healing
energy that is calling for you to pay attention to unresolved
energy.
Don’t be too hard on yourself – you are integrating love at a
deeper level and this takes energy and a willingness to let go of
the ego.
Your inner spirituality is awakening and that will require your full
attention at this time.

Other transits during the Cancer Full Moon:
Venus square Neptune
•

You must act on your desire to create and connect with Source – a
connection that very strong now.
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•
•
•
•

Otherwise you can feel more uncertain and insecure.
So be extra disciplined about your values and responsibilities.
Guard against being naïve or easily impressionable – especially regarding
matters of love and finances.
Channel the energy into unconditional love, tenderness and affection.

Mars square Pluto
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mars fires you up with goal-directed energy along with the
power and leadership qualities of Pluto for tremendous results.
You know you can achieve anything you desire and will go out
of your way to achieve victorious outcomes.
The inner tension arising from the square between these two
planetary rulers of Scorpio needs an outlet: Channel your
passion into creative projects and physical movement.
Or put it to good use in a business endeavor.
Either way you will have the courage and confidence to step
up.
Concentrate totally on the achievement of your goals for
optimal results.
If you feel energy pushing back at you, strengthen your efforts
(you have an amazing resource of energy now) and transform
the situation vibrationally – Alchemize and Act and you will
succeed.
You feel very magnetic and sexually empowered.
As always, squares ask that you seek harmony and balance at
all times.
Mars and Pluto are co-rulers of Scorpio so you may uncover
secrets that help you set the record straight – the Truth shall
set you free.

Jupiter conjunct Saturn
•
•

•
•

This fortunate conjunction attracts fantastic opportunities and
growth as you let go of unconscious blocks and go for it!
You have reached the end of a period and are starting a new
one that promises advancement and a shift into a higher
vibrational frequency.
You’ve known this time of good fortune was coming for a long
time – and now it is here.
With good previous planning, you are embarking on a
tremendous growth period, especially in the areas of freedom,
entrepreneurship and joyous career shifts.
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•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

It’s a great time for you to take a risk and try a new approach.
This ties in with the greater self awareness you are
experiencing – regarding changing responsibilities, any stifling
conditions or unnecessary demands.
Any fears or resistance keeping you from experiencing
unlimited happiness and a sense of spiritual accomplishment
are being acknowledged and addressed.
Even without any sense of restrictions, you’ll venture out to
explore greater freedom and expanded prosperity.
Your positive attitude naturally attracts destined, fortunate
breaks that manifest into personal and professional growth
opportunities.
If you’ve been considering investing in property or renovating
your home, this is a good time to move ahead (keeping in mind
that your personal astro-numerology in relation to this
Jupiter/Saturn conjunction must also be considered).
You feel very optimistic about creating successful outcomes.
Your sense of freedom and openness to broaden your
perspective manifesting exciting positive changes in your life.
Jupiter governs expansion, higher learning, and faraway travel,
so you may delve more deeply, grow in unexpected ways.
You learn things quickly, including new languages, art, music,
dance, style.
A sense of adventure helps you acclimate to and anticipate
great results beyond the horizon.
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Wednesday, 12.30.2020 = 10/1
!
!
!
!
!
!

What a beautifully creative and fun day!
We have 30, 2020 and 10 in play today – so much divine protection!
Express yourself in the most imaginative way – feel free and open to
communicate your feelings.
You are inspired to own your originality – your true unique essence.
Honor yourself and others at Soul-level – do everything for your and
others highest good (they are always one and the same).
Step into your Light and feel the birth of something extraordinary
today.

Venus square Neptune
•
•
•
•
•

You must act on your desire to create and connect with Source – a
connection that very strong now.
Otherwise you can feel more uncertain and insecure.
So be extra disciplined about your values and responsibilities.
Guard against being naïve or easily impressionable – especially regarding
matters of love and finances.
Channel the energy into unconditional love, tenderness and affection.

Thursday, 12.31.2020 = 11/2
!
!
!
!
!
!

On this final day of the most pivotal year in decades, 2020, the 11 portal
opens into ingenuity and breakthroughs.
You feel a surge of new beginnings energy that is infused with an
openness to explore beyond previous knowledge.
What you perceived as being reality undergoes a shift today.
Dedication and work are enhanced by receiving tremendous intuitive
wisdom.
If you feel inner division or incompletion, listen to your inner genius for
instant answers.
This powerful genius and inspiration code reduces to 4 and 2,
enhancing intimate relationships, conversations, home-related matters,
security and family.
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Moon opposite Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your feelings are intensified today.
Be sure you stay in control of your reactions.
Breathe through any changes of moods.
Oppositions bring harmony when you share – so be sure to
share your deep emotions with a trusted friend.
Channel your deep feelings into something artistic and
creative.
You are very intuitive today – listen and breathe.
Your emotional empowerment is strengthened when you
accept the depths of your feelings.
Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will
allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way.

Love and Blessings for a HAPPY DECEMBER and
Celebration of a Year to REMEMBER!
Tania
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A highly sought after spiritual intuitive and personal
growth leader, Tania Gabrielle inspires legions of
praise from her clients and followers.
Tania introduced the merging of two ancient
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to the
Western World, unlocking the codes in the stars,
names and numbers to facilitate wealth and wellbeing, with a primary focus on teaching spiritual
principles that manifest practical, real-life results.
Her star code forecast videos and articles inspire
tens of thousands of viewers per month.
Tania Gabrielle’s insights have been featured and
quoted in The New York Times, Los Angeles
Times, USA Today, Entertainment Weekly, ESPN
Magazine, Essence Magazine, ESPN.com,
Yahoo.com and US Magazine. As the founder and
creator of Numerology Academy™ – the first online
certification course integrating Astrology
and Numerology – Tania has taught and certified
hundreds of students in 37 countries.
Tania's new book The Ultimate Guide To Numerology unlocks the secret messages of
birthdays, names, addresses, personal forecasts, the meaning of 11:11 and other codes to
facilitate Soul-inspired growth, fulfillment and financial flow.
Also a gifted classical composer, Tania has had her music performed worldwide in the most
prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists.

http://taniagabrielle.com
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Blueprints
Your Jupiter Wealth Code™
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/

Personal Numerology Blueprint
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/

Your Wealthy Name Code
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/

Your Next 12 Months Forecast
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/

Readings
Intuitive Counseling Call
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call

Royal Code Reading™
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading

Trainings
NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/

SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/

ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator
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